This paper shows that the Camassa-Holm (CH) spectral problem yields two different integrable hierarchies of nonlinear evolution equations (NLEEs), one is of negative order CH hierachy while the other one is of positive order CH hierarchy. Associated with the two hierarchies, a new Neumann-like and a new Bargmann-like N -dimensional integrable system are presented. The two CH hierarchies possess the zero curvature representations through solving a key matrix equation. We find that the well-known CH equation is included in the negative order CH hierarchy while a Dym type equation is included in the positive order CH hierarchy. Furthermore, under some constraint conditions between eigenfunctions and potential the CH spectral problem yields:
1. a new Neumann-like system when it is restricted into a symplectic submanifold of R 2N which is proven to be integrable by using the Dirac-Poisson bracket and the r-matrix process; and
Introduction
The Camassa-Holm (CH) equation [3] is a new kind of integrable system. This equation possesses the bi-Hamiltonian structure, Lax pair and peakon solutions, and retains higher order terms of derivatives in a small amplitude expansion of incompressible Euler's equations for unidirectional motion of waves at the free surface under the influence of gravity. In Refs. [7, 8] , it was shown that the CH equation yields the dynamics of the peakons in terms of an N-dimensional completely integrable Hamiltonian system. Such kind of dynamical system has Lax pair and an N × N r-matrix structure [7] . Very recently, Alber, Camassa, Fedorov, Holm and Marsden [1] presented a new kind of solution: weak piecewise smooth solutions of integrable shallow water wave and Dym type equations. Also the CH equation was proven to have such kind of quasi-periodic solution.
The main results of the present paper are twofold. First, we extended the CH equation as the negative order CH hierarchy of integrable nonlinear evolution equations (NLEEs). This hierarchy yields a new integrable N-dimensional system of Neumann type by using the so-called Dirac-Poisson brackets on a symplectic submanifold of R 2N . The negative order CH hierarchy is proven to have the parametric solution through employing the Neumann-like constraint relation. Second, based on the negative case, we naturally give the positive order CH hierarchy of NLEEs by considering the recursion operator. This hierarchy is shown to be integrable by solving a key matrix equation. The positive order CH hierarchy yields a new integrable N-dimensional system of Bargmann type (instead of Neumann type) by using the standard Poisson bracket in R 2N . The positive order CH hierarchy includes a Dym type equation, and also possesses the parametric solution through using the Bargmann constraint relation. The basic technique used to reach those aims is rather different from earlier papers dealing with peakon solutions, N × N dynamical system, and N × N r-matrices [3, 7] . First, our starting point is the CH eigenvalue problem. By employing a key matrix equation, we construct a whole CH integrable hierarchy both negative order and positive order. Next, we construct the constraint relations (Neumann-like and Bargmann-like) between eigenfunctions and the CH potential. Those constraints send the CH spectral problem to two new integrable N-dimensional system in which we present two new kinds of 4 × 4 rmatrix structures instead of N ×N r-matrix structure [7] . Third, the whole CH hierarchy has parametric solutions which should include the peakon solutions and quasi-periodic solutions depending on the boundary conditions.
The whole paper is organized as follows. Next section gives a general structure of the zero curvature representations of the all vector fields for a given isospectral problem through constructing a key matrix equation. In section 3, we present the negative order Camassa-Holm (CH) hierarchy of NLEEs and give a new Neumann-like integrable system. The well-known CH equation is included in the negative order hierarchy, and the CH spectral problem yields a new Neumann-like system which is integrable by using the Dirac-Poisson bracket and the r-matrix process. Here we obtain a 4 × 4 r-matrix structure. Furthermore, the whole negative order CH hierarchy has the parametric solution. In particular, the CH equation has the parametric solution. In section 4, we deal with the positive order integrable Camassa-Holm (CH) hierarchy and give a new Bargmann-like integrable system. By the use of the similar process to section 3, the CH spectral problem is nonlinearized to be an integrable system under a Bargmann constraint. This integrable system also has an r-matrix structure of 4 × 4. Moreover, the positive order CH hierarchy is also shown to have the parametric solution which obeys the Bargmann constraint relation. In particular, a Dym type equation has the parametric solution. In the last section, we discuss the relationship between the peaked dynamical system of the CH equation and the Neumann-like system. We find that the peaked dynamical system of the CH equation is a special case of the Neumann-like system.
Let us now give some conventions in this paper as follows:
, ∂ −1 is the inverse of ∂, i.e.
In the following the function m stands for potential, λ is assumed to be a spectral parameter, and the domain of the spatial variable x is Ω which becomes equal to (−∞, +∞) or (0, T ), while the domain of the time variable t k is the positive time axis
In the case Ω = (−∞, +∞), the decaying condition at infinity and in the case Ω = (0, T ), the periodicity condition for the potential function is imposed.
(R 2N , dp ∧ dq) stands for the standard symplectic structure in Euclid space
N pairs of canonical coordinates, ·, · is the standard inner product in R N ;
in (R 2N , dp ∧ dq), the Poisson bracket of two Hamiltonian functions F, H is defined by [2] {F,
.., λ N are assumed to be N distinct spectral parameters, Λ = diag(λ 1 , ..., λ N ), and I 2×2 = diag(1, 1). Denote all infinitely times differentiable functions on real field R and all integers by C ∞ (R) and by Z, respectively.
2 The Camassa-Holm (CH) spectral problem and zero curvature representation
Let us consider the Camassa-Holm (CH) spectral problem [3] :
with the potential function m. Eq. (2.1) is apparently equivalent to 
with the pair of Lenard's operators
They yield the recursion operator
which also has the product form L =
Apparently, the Gateaux derivative matrix U * (ξ) of the spectral matrix U in the direction ξ ∈ C ∞ (R) at point m is
which is obviously an injective homomorphism. For any given C ∞ -function G, we construct the following matrix equation
Theorem 1 For the CH spectral problem (2.2) and an arbitrary C ∞ -function G, the matrix equation (2.8) has the following solution
Proof: Directly substituting Eqs. (2.9), (2.5) and (2.7) into Eq. (2.8), we can complete the proof of this theorem.
We define the Lenard's sequences as follows
Then,
the all vector fields
X k = J · G k , k ∈ Z satisfy the following commutator representation V k,x − [U, V k ] = U * (X k ), ∀k ∈ Z; (2.11)
the following hierarchy of nonlinear evolution equations
possesses the zero curvature representation
13)
where
and V j = V (G j ) is given by Eq. (2.9) with G = G j .
Proof:
1. For k = 0, it is obvious. For k < 0, we have
For the case of k > 0, it is similar to prove.
Noticing
, we obtain
The injectiveness of U * implies item 2 holds.
3 Negative order CH hierarchy and integrable Neumann-like system
Negative order CH hierarchy
Let us first give the negative order hierarchy of the CH spectral problem (2.2) through considering the kernel element of Lenard's operator K. The kernel of operator K has the following three seed functions:
2)
whose all possible linear combinations form the whole kernel of K. Let G −1 ∈ Ker K, then
where a l = a l (t n ), l = 1, 2, 3, are three arbitrarily given C ∞ -functions with respect to the time variables t n (n < 0, n ∈ Z), but independent of the spacial variable x. Therefore, G −1 directly generates an isospectral (λ t k = 0, k < 0, k ∈ Z) hierarchy of nonlinear evolution equations for the CH spectral problem (2.2)
which is called the negative order CH hierarchy because of k < 0. In Eq. (3.5), the operator J is defined by Eq. (2.5) and L −1 is given by
Here,
With setting m = u − u xx , we obtain another form of L −1 :
By Theorem 2, the negative CH hierarchy (3.5) has the zero curvature representation
(3.9)
mλ 0 y,
Thus, all nonlinear equations in the negative CH hierarchy (3.5) are integrable.
Let us now give some special reductions of Eq. (3.5).
• In the case of
which is exactly the Camassa-Holm equation [3] . According to Eq. (3.11), the CH equation (3.13) possesses the following zero curvature representation
which is equivalent to
Eq. (3.15) is coinciding with the one in Ref. [3] .
• In the cases of a 1 = 0, a 2 = 1, a 3 = 0 and a 1 = 0, a 2 = 0, a 3 = 1, i.e. G −1 = e x , e −x , we can write them in a uniform expression:
The first equation of Eq. (3.5) reads
which is a linear PDE.
e ǫx , the second equation of Eq.
(3.5) reads
where m = u − u xx . This equation has the following zero curvature representation
Eq. (3.18) can be changed to the following Lax form
Both of the two cases: ǫ = ±1 for Eq. (3.17) are integrable.
r-matrix structure
Consider the following matrix (called 'negative' Lax matrix)
We calculate the determinant of L − (λ):
where Tr stands for the trace of a matrix, and
then it reads
and introduce the Dirac bracket on M
which is easily proven to be bilinear, skew-symmetric and satisfy the Jacobi identity.
In particular, the Hamiltonian system (
Λq, Λq, p = 0, Λq, q = 1. which is closely associated with the Camassa-Holm (CH) spectral problem [3] (see the end of section 3.3).
A long but direct computation leads to the following key equalities: (3.20) . In the following, we search for a general 4 × 4 r-matrix structure r − 12 (λ, µ) such that the fundamental Dirac-Poisson bracket:
holds, where the entries of the 4 × 4 matrix
and r
where σ ′ j are the Pauli matrices.
is an r-matrix structure satisfying Eq. (3.32) , where
In fact, since the r-matrix relation (3.32) is concerned only with the commutator, the r-matrix r − 12 (λ, µ) can be also chosen as
where the elements a, b, c, d can be arbitrary functions a (λ, µ, p, q) , b (λ, µ, p, q) , c (λ, µ, p, q) , d (λ, µ, p, q) ∈ C ∞ (R) with respect to the spectral parameters λ, µ and the dynamical variables p, q. This shows that for a given Lax matrix, the associated r-matrix is not uniquely defined (there are even infinitely many rmatrices possible). Here we give the simplest case: a = b = c = d = 0, i.e. the r-matrix structure (3.33). Apparently, our r-matrix structure (3.33) is of 4 × 4 and is different from the one in Ref. [7] .
Integrability
Because there is an r-matrix structure satisfying Eq. (3.32),
So, by Eq. (3.24) we immediately obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4 The following equalities
hold. Hence, the Hamiltonian systems
are completely integrable.
In particular, we obtain the following results. 
are completely integrable Hamiltonians on M.
40)
Then, the integrable flow (H −1 ) D defined by Eq. (3.31) on M exactly becomes
which is nothing else but the CH spectral problem (2.2) [3] with the potential function m.
Parametric solution of the negative order CH hierarchy
In the following, we consider the relation between constraint and nonlinear equations in the negative order CH hierarchy (3.5). Let us start from the following setting [2] . Thus, we can define their compatible solution as follows: , g
Remark 1 Because M defined by Eq. (3.29) is not the usual tangent bundle, i.e. M = T S
N −1 = (q, p) ∈ R 2N F ≡ q, q − 1 = 0,G ≡ q, p = 0 and
Eq. (3.40) is not the usual Neumann constraint on T S N −1 , Eq. (3.31) is therefore a new kind of Neumann system. In section 3.3 we have proven its integrability.

Since the Hamiltonian flows (H
satisfies the negative order CH hierarchy On the other hand, we directly make the derivative of Eq. (3.47) with respect to t k . Then we obtain
where q = q(x, t k ), p = p(x, t k ). But,
where F k are defined by Eq. (3.28), i.e.
52) 
function dependent on the time variable
t k and independent of the spacial variable x. Proof:
2.
completes the proof of the first equality.
As for the second one, we have
In particular, with k = −2, we obtain the following corollary. 
satisfy the CH equation (3.12) . Therefore, is a solution of the CH equation (3.13) . Here H −1 and F −2 are given by
Proof: Via some direct calculations, we obtain
And lemma 1 gives
which completes the proof.
By Theorem 5, the constraint relation given by Eq. (3.40) is actually a solution of the negative order CH hierarchy (3.5). Thus, we also call the system (H −1 ) D (i.e. Eq. (3.31)) a negative order restricted CH flow (Neumann-type) of the spectral problem (2.2) on the symplectic submanifold M. All Hamiltonian systems (F k ) D , k < 0, k ∈ Z are therefore called the negative order integrable restricted flows (Neumann-type) on M.
Remark 2 Of course, we can also consider the integrable constrained CH system (Bargmann-like) associated with the positive order CH hierarchy (4.1). We discuss this case in the next section.
A systematic approach to generate new integrable negative order hierarchies of NLEEs can be seen in Ref. [5] .
Positive order CH hierarchy and integrable
Bargmann system
Positive order CH hierarchy
Let us now give the positive order hierarchy of Eq. (2.2) through employing the kernel element of the Lenard's operator J.
Obviously, G 0 = cm
2 form all kernal elements of J, where c = c(t n ) ∈ C ∞ (R) is an arbitrarily given fuctions with respect to the time variables t n (n ≥ 0, n ∈ Z), but independent of the spacial variable x. G 0 and the recursion operator (2.6) yield the following hierarchy of the CH spectral problem (2.2)
where the operators J and L are defined by Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6), respectively, and L and J have a further product form 
which has more an extra term − m
x than the usual Harry-Dym equation
. Therefore, Eq. (4.1) gives an extended Dym hierarchy corresponding to the isospectral case:
By Theorem 2, the whole positive order CH hierarchy (4.1) has the zero curvature representation
where U is given by Eq. (2.2), and
Thus, all nonlinear equations in the positive CH hierarchy (4.1) are integrable. Therefore we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 6 The positive order CH hierarchy (4.1) possesses the Lax pair
Eq. (4.9) can be reduced to the following Lax pair 
4). Due to containing the spectral gradient ∇λ in Eq. (2.4), this procedure of generating evolution equations from a given spectral problem is called the spectral gradient method.
In this method, how to determine a pair of Lenard's operators associated with the given spectral problem mainly depends on the concrete forms of spectral problems and spectral gradients, and some computational techniques. From this method, we have already derived the negative order CH hierarchy in section 3. We have seen that the positive order CH hierarchy includes a Dym type equation (see Eq. (4.6)).
r-matrix structure
Consider the following matrix (called 'positive' Lax matrix)
14)
We calculate the determinant of L + (λ):
where k = 0, 1, 2.... A long but direct computation leads to the following key equalities:
, where L + (λ) , L + (µ) are given through Eq. (4.12). In the following, we search for a 4 × 4 r-matrix structure r + 12 (λ, µ) such that the fundamental Poisson bracket [4] :
holds, where the entries of the 4 × 4 matrix {L + (λ) ⊗ , L + (µ)} are
and r 21 (λ, µ) = P r 12 (λ, µ) P, with is an r-matrix structure satisfying Eq. (4.21) , where
In fact, in the r-matrix relation (4.21), the r-matrix r + 12 (λ, µ) can be also chosen as 
Obviously, this r-matrix structure is also of 4 × 4 and different from the one in Ref. [7] .
Integrability
Because there is an r-matrix structure satisfying Eq. (4.21),
So, by Eq. (4.16) we immediately obtain the following theorem. Furthermore, we find the following Hamiltonian function
Theorem 8 The following equalities
is involutive with E + j , F k , i.e. Here, E + j are N independent functions. Therefore, we obtain the following results.
Corollary 4 The canonical Hamiltonian system (H
is completely integrable. 
Corollary 5 All composition functions f H
+ , F + k , f ∈ C ∞ (R), k = 0, 1
Parametric solution of the positive order CH hierarchy
In the following, we shall consider the relation between constraint and nonlinear equations in the positive order CH hierarchy (4.1). Let us start from the following setting 
. Thus, we can define their compatible solution as follows: Proof: This proof is similar to the negative case.
In particular, with k = 1, we obtain the following corollary. 
By Theorem 9, the Bargmann constraint given by Eq. (4.31) is actually a solution of the positive order CH hierarchy (4.1). Thus, we also call the system (H + ) (i.e. Eq. (4.30)) a positive order constrained CH flow (i.e. Bargmann type) of the spectral problem (2.2). All Hamiltonian systems (F k ), k ≥ 0, k ∈ Z are therefore called the positive order integrable Bargmann constrained flows in the whole R 2N .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have provided the whole CH integrable hierarchy both negative order and positive order, and obtained the parametric solutions of all integrable NLEEs in the CH hierarcy. Because our constraint relations need the usual boundary conditions (i.e. decay at infinity or periodic condition), the peakons (soliton) solutions and quasi-periodic solutions should be included in the form of parametric solutions. Let us desplay this as follows. Let P j , Q j (j = 1, 2, ..., N) be peakons dynamical variables of the CH equation (3.13), then with [3] u(x, t) = is also a solution of the CH equation (3.13), where we set t −2 = t and f (t −2 ) = 0, and q j (x, t), p j = ∂q j (x,t) ∂x satisfies the two integrable commuted systems (H −1 ) D , (F −2 ) D on the symplectic submanifold M.
Assume P j (t), Q j (t) are the solutions of the peaked system (5.3), we make the following transformation (when P j (t) < 0, we use P j (t) = i −P j (t)) q j (x, t) = P j (t)e .3) to the Neumann-like system (3.31). That is, the Neumann-like system (3.31) includes the peaked dynamical system (5.3) as its special case.
As for the positive order CH hierarchy, we can similarly discuss the relationship between its corresponding solitons dynamical system and the Bargmann system (H + ), which is omitted here.
In a further procedure we will consider presenting the quasi-periodic solutions' expressions of the parametric solutions given in this paper for the negative and the positive CH hierarchies. For some special equations, we have had some experience [6] .
